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When most people think of Ivy Tech Community College, they 
think of the College as a higher education provider. And rightfully 
so— after all, Ivy Tech is Indiana’s largest college and the largest 
community college system of its kind in the U.S. There’s more  
to our mission than degrees and certificates, however. We’re  
also Indiana’s leading provider of training programs for business  
and industry. And with the recent launch of Ivy Tech Corporate  
College, we’re poised to do even more for our state’s employers.

 A story in this issue of Ivy Tech Magazine details the origin  
of Ivy Tech Corporate College, but it really comes down to this:  
Indiana employers need a trusted partner who can assist them  
in accessing training programs to improve their profitability,  
productivity and performance—and Ivy Tech Corporate College  
is designed to meet that need. To ensure that program content, 
delivery methods, and focus would be relevant to their needs,  
we asked Indiana employers to detail their challenges and needs, 
and those conversations informed everything that Ivy Tech  
Corporate College has become. It was truly developed by  
employers, for employers.

One theme we heard from employers was that ongoing training  
opportunities are critical. As technology changes, the employee’s 
proficiencies must evolve—and Ivy Tech Corporate College is  
committed to keeping pace with those changes so employees  
can retain relevant skills. 

In summary, we believe that establishing Ivy Tech Corporate  
College is our duty to both Indiana’s employers and its workforce.  
If we seek to realize our vision of Changing Lives and Making  
Indiana Great, our work must impact students well after college.  
Our mission remains focused on helping our graduates succeed,  
and the launch of Ivy Tech Corporate College makes us even  
more capable of doing just that.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Snyder
President

Changing lives making indiana great

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Ivy Tech has 30 degree-granting locations 
throughout Indiana, allowing students 
to take classes close to home or work. 
We also offer classes at additional sites, 
bringing us closer to an even greater 
number of cities and towns.
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•  The number of Ivy Tech Community College students  

    completing certificates or degrees in the 2010 -11 academic     

    year rose to 11,999, up from 9,419 and exceeding our   

    goal of 10,000

•  The value of Federal, State and other foundational  

    grants that fund Ivy Tech operational programs grew  

    from $22 million in 2009 -10 to nearly $48 million in  

    2010-11, greatly exceeding our target of $28 million

•  The number of students who transferred Ivy Tech credit  

    hours to four-year public institutions in the 2010 -11  

    academic year rose to 8,816, up from 7,259 in 2009 -10

•  The rate at which Ivy Tech students transfer to a four-year  

    institution within three years reached 17.9%, exceeding  

    our 2010 -11 target of 16%

•  We established a new alumni association and have seen  

    nearly $300,000 in donations from Ivy Tech alumni

•  The number of individuals served college-wide rose  

    from 187,789 in 2009-10 to 201,870 in 2010-11

We look forward to sharing our progress as we continue  

to Accelerate Greatness at Ivy Tech Community College.  

Follow our plan at IvyTech.edu/AcceleratingGreatness.

Ivy Tech has completed the first year of its strategic 
plan, Accelerating Greatness. While the College is 
focused on continuous improvement, a few early 
successes are worth noting:

COLLEGE CELEBRATES  
SUCCESSFUL FIRST YEAR 
OF STRATEGIC PLAN
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In a recent interview with Inside Indiana Business, Tom Easterday, 
executive vice president of Subaru of Indiana Automotive, Inc., 
was asked to identify the greatest challenge his business  
confronts. Without hesitation, he cited as his biggest  
concern the lack of skilled labor available to  
Indiana employers.

This may seem contradictory in an economy where the  
unemployment rate has hovered at or above 9% during the  
last two years. However, the challenge employers like Subaru  
face is that many job seekers simply don’t have the skills their  
companies are looking for.

“Very skilled workers are necessary these days,” stated Easterday. 
“The jobs have changed over the past 30 years. It’s a lot different 
than it used to be.”

In this ever-changing environment, companies like Subaru  
also face an associated challenge: the need to access ongoing  
education and training opportunities for their employees.  
A college degree is a great start — and often required even  

for entry-level positions—but as technology changes, and  
as businesses strive to keep pace with these changes, access  
to training is critical to their ability to remain competitive.

This is precisely the void that Ivy Tech is seeking to fill with  
the launch of Ivy Tech Corporate College, which will provide  
workforce training for companies throughout Indiana. Launched  
in September, Ivy Tech Corporate College is designed to  
complement Indiana’s excellent continuum of higher education 
options with solutions designed uniquely for the needs of  
Indiana employers.

President Thomas J. Snyder believes that Ivy Tech is in exactly  
the right position to take on this challenge, given its position  
as Indiana’s largest college, its statewide footprint, and its past  
experience as a training provider. Still, Snyder says, Ivy Tech is  
not planning to simply upgrade past programs and service.  
Ivy Tech Corporate College represents something entirely new.
 
“We’ve long been Indiana’s leader in workforce training solutions, 
serving about 2,000 businesses and 20,000 employees each year, 
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IVY TECH LAUNCHES  
   CORPORATE COLLEGE

New business training solutions will help Indiana employers improve profitability, productivity and performance

As a former CEO, Ivy Tech Community College President 
Thomas J. Snyder is well aware of some of the challenges 
that employers face. That experience, combined with 
insight from leading Indiana businesses, has informed  
the development of Ivy Tech Corporate College.

but the accelerated rate of change in the business world and 
global competitive pressures on Indiana employers requires  
a corresponding statewide response. Ivy Tech is stepping  
up to ensure Indiana doesn’t fall behind.”

The launch of the Corporate College has its origin in a survey 
Ivy Tech conducted to learn how it can better serve Indiana’s top 
business decision makers. The findings from this study indicated  
a clear need among Indiana employers for high-quality,  
customized corporate education and professional development 
at all levels, from front line staff to executives. The survey also 
helped determine the types of programs Ivy Tech Corporate  
College will focus on, which include:

•  Executive corporate training designed to make  
    an organization’s key leaders more productive  
    and effective

•  Customized programs, including corporate  
    education and professional development offered  
    at a time and location convenient to the employer 
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“Ivy Tech is a good investment for the 
state of Indiana because of the product  
it provides. People need to have  
opportunities in their own backyard,  
and that’s what Ivy Tech offers.”

Rebecca baRtle 
Magnolia Health Systems

“Ivy Tech is building a workforce for  
Indiana and building a career path for  
individuals. It’s an investment in our  
greatest resource—our people.” 

cHaRlIe GaRcIa 
Garcia Construction Group

“Ivy Tech works in partnership with  
companies like Brightpoint to put  
curricula together that fit the needs  
of business.”  

RobeRt j. laIkIn 
Brightpoint, Inc.

“Ivy Tech is critical to Indiana’s future  
because without a quality workforce, we 
will not be a quality state going forward.” 

RoSe MaYS 
Indiana University

“The basic skills that are required for  
the 21st century require an education,  
and Ivy Tech is really the only institution  
positioned to train a broad workforce. 
Without an educated workforce, we  
are not going to move Indiana to  
the 21st century.” 

Steve FeRGuSon 
Cook Group

continued on page 06...

HERE’S WHAT INDIANA  
EMPLOYERS ARE SAYING 
ABOUT IVY TECH  
CORPORATE COLLEGE
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•  A wide range of topics including individual workplace  
    skills, management, healthcare, manufacturing,  
    information technology, logistics, safety, finance,  
    business skills, and hundreds more

•  Nationally-recognized certifications in a variety  
    of fields—a total of more than 2,000 different  
    certification exams

Ultimately, Snyder says, the specific training products offered  
by the Corporate College will be determined by the employer  
audience, with training content and outcomes determined  
via close partnerships with business and industry leaders.

“We will consider our efforts effective only if they lead to  
improved employee and business performance for the businesses 
and industries with whom the Corporate College works,” Snyder 
explains. “We are committed to aligning our goals with the goals 
of the employers we serve.”

This commitment to helping businesses succeed has influenced 
not just what programs Ivy Tech Corporate College will offer, 
but also the attributes of the program offerings. Snyder says the 
Corporate College is primarily focused, therefore, on providing 
programs that are:

•  Industry-recognized, so Indiana companies can  
    compete on a level playing field,

•  Affordable, so businesses can cut costs and enjoy  
    a higher return on investment,

•  Customizable, which ensures that employers get  
    exactly what they need, on their own terms,

 

•  High quality, with content provided by instructors  
    with world-class experience and insight, and

•  Flexible, with solutions for a variety of employees,  
    from front line staff to key executives

“It’s critical that we have the ability to serve different levels within 
the organization and a wide variety of industries and businesses,” 
Snyder says. “That’s where Ivy Tech’s size and presence through-
out the state are advantages. We’re in a unique position to meet 
this need.”

Employers like Easterday clearly agree that Ivy Tech is equal to 
the challenge of giving the state’s employers a competitive edge. 
Easterday believes Ivy Tech not only has proven itself in the past, 
but that it’s also ready for the challenges of tomorrow. 

“We started our production in September of 1989, and in the 
twenty years since Ivy Tech has been a tremendous partner to 
Subaru,” Easterday says. “I believe the launch of Ivy Tech  
Corporate College will enhance this relationship. It’s a clear  
indication that Ivy Tech is invested in our ability to ensure that 
well-trained individuals come into our workforce and develop  
the skills they need to grow in their careers so our company  
can grow as well.”

LEARN MORE ABOUT IVY TECH CORPORATE COLLEGE
Interested in learning more about how Ivy Tech Corporate  
College can help your business improve profitability,  
productivity and performance? Get started with a free, no 
obligation consultation. Contact us today at 888-999-3639 or 
IvyTech.edu/CorporateCollege to schedule an appointment.

Tom Easterday, Executive vice president of Subaru 
of Indiana Automotive, Inc., believes Ivy Tech  
Corporate College is well positioned to help  
Indiana employers access the training they  
need to stay competitive.
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It’s chemistry
THE BOND BETWEEN IVY TECH AND AKINA IS FORGED BY MUTUAL SUCCESS

Finding employees with solid skills and a strong work ethic can be 
a challenge. That’s why West Lafayette-based Akina, Inc., considers 
Ivy Tech Community College to be such a valuable partner. With Ivy 
Tech’s help, Akina is finding the talent it needs to succeed in today’s 
competitive environment.

Akina is a small research company based in  
Purdue Research Park. The company has two  
divisions: Polyscitech, which specializes in  
research and development products including 
biodegradable block-copolymers, fluorescent 
dyes, and contract research/synthesis, and 
Frosta, which produces fast-dissolving tablets  
that seek to improve the administration of 
drugs to the elderly and children. 

The company was founded in 2010 with  
just seven employees, but has grown to 11  
full-time employees—including three Ivy Tech  
graduates. John Garner, manager of Akina’s 
Polyscitech division, says these Ivy Tech  
alumni have been invaluable to the company.

“Those we have hired have an extremely good work ethic and  
are not afraid to get involved or take projects on,” Garner says.  
“We also appreciate their skill and comfort in the laboratory.  
Working in that setting can’t be taught in a class or learned from  
a book. It only comes from hands-on experience. It has been clear 
from day one all of our Ivy Tech hires have had a lot of hands-on 
experience as part of their education.”

The first Ivy Tech graduate the company hired was Jennifer  
Berman. After she excelled on the job, Akina forged  

a relationship with Ivy Tech’s chemical technology program,  
which prepares students for careers such as chemical laboratory 
technicians and forensic laboratory technicians. Soon, more  
Ivy Tech students and graduates pursued employment with Akina. 
Steven Gates is among those who followed in Jennifer’s footsteps. 

Gates enrolled in Ivy Tech’s chemical  
technology program because of the  
opportunities to start a career in a  
growing field. Soon after graduation,  
he was hired by Akina.

“Akina is a great place to work,” Gates says.  
“It’s a small company that is very family friendly. 
The work is challenging yet rewarding. I see 
myself helping Akina achieve its goals while  
also achieving mine.” 
 
Faye Jessmon is another Ivy Tech graduate who 
was hired by Akina. Jessmon changed  
careers, moving from a job as a nursing assistant 
to a career in chemical technology. She chose  
to attend Ivy Tech because of its smaller class 
sizes and commitment to providing students  

the personal attention they need to thrive. 

“I really liked it there,” Jessmon says. “The program did an excellent 
job of preparing me for the career I have now. The experience I had  
at Ivy Tech is going to be hard to beat,” Jessmon says.

When assessing his employees’ capabilities, it’s clear that John  
Garner shares Jessmon’s appreciation for what the College has  
to offer.“ I appreciate Ivy Tech’s ability to provide accelerated  
training,” he says. “Ivy Tech graduates are top notch.”

(From left) Steven Gates, holding a near-IR fluorescently stained biodegradable polymer; John Garner, holding a PolySciTech brochure; Faye Jessmon,  
 holding a micropatterned template; Jennifer Berman, holding an unexpanded and swollen superporous hydrogel

“IT HAS BEEN CLEAR  
FROM DAY ONE ALL  

OF OUR IVY TECH HIRES  
HAVE HAD A LOT OF  

HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE  
AS PART OF THEIR  

EDUCATION.”

JOHN GARNER, AKINA, INC.
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Sometimes, in order for others to see our potential, we have to first see the potential  
in ourselves. For Chuck Gray, the key was a decision to return to college at the age  
of 50. He knew the lack of a respected college degree was holding him back, so he  
enrolled at Ivy Tech in 2001. That single decision led to a series of changes that  
have given him a renewed sense of purpose.

While pursuing a computer information systems degree, Gray took a job with  
the City of Mt. Vernon to support his family. Within a year, he became third shift  
operator at the city’s waterworks plant, and then a daytime meter reader.  
Then, in 2004, the mayor appointed him street commissioner, and a year later  
he became the city’s water superintendent—a position he’s held ever since. 

Gray attributes his rapid rise to the work ethic he displayed as an Ivy Tech student.  
As he excelled in the classroom, Gray believes city leaders took notice. And that  
led to the chance to show what he could do on the job.

One of Gray’s first opportunities to demonstrate his capabilities as water superintendent 
came when city leaders asked him to straighten out a tired and overtaxed system. 

“This place was a train wreck,” Gray says. “We were having city-wide boil orders once 
every three or four months, even one on Thanksgiving Day. Can you imagine cooking 
Thanksgiving dinner with a boil order in effect?”

He convinced the city to upgrade the system in several ways, which fixed the problems 
with water safety and also saved the city a significant amount of money. Gray  
spearheaded the launch of a multi-phase water and energy program in 2007, which 
included the implementation of automated meter reading and the replacement of 
3,300 outdated water meters. Phase two, completed in 2010, included water treatment 
plant upgrades, increasing treatment capacity to 4.4 million gallons and preventing 
720,000 gallons of contaminated water from being discharged into the Ohio River  
every day. The program is expected to save Mt. Vernon more than $13 million in  
energy costs over 15 years. 

Gray isn’t content to let that be his only contribution, however. He has proposed  
another change that, if implemented, will save the city $22 million over the next 15 
years. Gray says his primary motivation is his children, and he feels especially good 
about the example he has set for them. Thanks in part to his example, his daughter 
attended college, and his 16 year-old son is more carefully considering  
his options after high school. 

“They saw me working hard on my homework,” Gray says “My work ethic hopefully 
rubbed off on them.”

Gray is also serving as an example to others in his profession. He was recently awarded 
the Building Efficiency Local Leader (BELL) Award, a national award presented 
by Johnson Controls that recognizes environmental stewardship and commitment to 
energy efficiency. The BELL Award was presented at the 2011 American Water Works 
Association Annual Conference & Exposition in Washington, D.C.

More than any of the accolades he’s received, however, Gray’s greatest source of pride  
is a career that allows him to show what he’s capable of every single day.

“The job I am doing makes a big difference for my community,” Gray says.  
“I love what I do. I will probably stay in this for the rest of my career.”

TAPPING INTO HIS  
TRUE POTENTIAL
Ivy Tech grad finds purpose, earns recognition in new career
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When most people think of the nursing 
field, they envision workers who provide 
care in hospitals, long-term care facilities 
and physician offices. And while those  
environments are the most common,  
they only begin to reflect the diversity  
that careers in nursing can offer.

Vanessa Mason, for example, doesn’t  
work in a traditional healthcare setting.  
As an occupational nurse, her work  
consists of providing care for her  
co-workers and educating them about  
staying healthy. It’s a non-traditional  
nursing career for sure, but that’s  
why Mason loves it.

Mason’s family has a history of choosing 
healthcare professions. Her mother was 
a flight nurse, and her brother is a mental 
health counselor. It was no surprise, then, 
when Mason became a certified nursing  
assistant at a nursing home. She stayed  
in that position for 20 years, and she loved  
interacting with patients. Eventually,  
however, she wanted to take a step up  
in her career, so she enrolled at Ivy Tech  
Community College. In 2009, she  
completed her degree and intended  
to pursue a career as an emergency  
room nurse.

Mason’s seemingly traditional career path 
took a detour, however, when the staff-
ing firm Manpower matched her with an 
opening at Dresser Roots, a manufacturer 
of blowers and compressors. After working 
at Dresser Roots on a temporary basis, she 
was hired full-time as an occupational nurse. 
Soon after she started at Dresser Roots, 
the company was purchased by General 
Electric. Mason continued working for the 
General Electric Energy Health Services  
at the same facility, which has about 200  
employees spread across five buildings.  
Mason says she enjoys the variety of the 
work, which includes seminars and  
programs for employees. 

“I like the fact that you can wear a lot of 
different hats,” Mason says. “You can teach, 
you can care for people with chronic ill-
nesses, you can treat people with sudden 
onset illnesses, and you can help provide 
preventive care. It’s all of the things I love 
about nursing in one job.”

One example of the critical nature of 
Mason’s work came earlier this year, when 
she worked with first responders and the 
county’s emergency management staff to 
stage a casualty drill at the plant. The drill 
taught Mason that she needed to make 

some changes to the provisions the plant 
had made for such emergencies. It also  
connected her to other professionals and 
led to her joining the Fayette County  
Disaster Team. 

Mason is also continuing her education, 
working toward a master’s degree in  
nursing at Indiana University-Purdue  
University Indianapolis. She hopes to  
stay with her employer and remain in  
the occupational nursing field. 

Mason says that even though her career 
took an unexpected turn, she knows the 
decision to start at Ivy Tech was the right 
choice because of the individual attention 
she received. From instructors who worked 
to help her understand dosage calculations 
to those who offered a few encouraging 
words as her classes became more  
challenging, Mason is grateful for  
everyone who helped her reach her goals. 

“My instructors would take time out of their 
day to help me,” Mason says. “It made such 
a difference. They had it in their nature that 
if a student just wasn’t getting something, 
they would work with you until you under-
stood. I owe all of my success to Ivy Tech.”

a unique path
 Vanessa Mason enjoys the variety offered by occupational nursing
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Even though he’s in his first semester at Indiana University, Michael 
Lakes already has ambitious plans beyond a bachelor’s degree.  
A business management major with a minor in sociology, Lakes  
is planning to complete an MBA after graduating from IU in 2015. 

This forward-thinking approach is nothing new for Lakes. In fact, he 
began earning college credit even before enrolling at IU, thanks to 
the Ivy Tech Community College dual credit program. Dual credit 
allows high school juniors and seniors to simultaneously earn both 
college credit and high school credit. Lakes took full advantage of 
the program, entering IU having earned 37 college credits.

“I thought it would be helpful to get as many credits as I could 
before going into college,” Lakes says. “I got most of my general 
education courses out of the way, which has allowed me to focus 
more on my area of interest.”

Lakes is one of more than 25,000 Indiana high school students  
who enrolled in Ivy Tech’s dual credit program during the 2010 -11 
academic year. He learned about the program while attending  
Connersville High School, which has been a leader in giving  
students access to dual credit opportunities.

One of the most ardent proponents of dual credit is CHS principal 
Patricia Flowers, Ed.D. Dr. Flowers says she makes dual credit a 
priority because it aligns very well with the school’s focus on  
student success. 

“We have worked with Ivy Tech’s department chairs to plan  
pathways so CHS students can earn as many credits as possible 
toward acquiring an associate degree while in high school  

and a bachelor’s degree after it,” Dr. Flowers says. “The dual  
credit program helps many more students understand that  
a college degree is possible for them.”

Dual credit enrollment is on the rise both at CHS and across the 
state. During the 2010-11 school year, dual credit enrollments  
increased by 37 percent at CHS, and there has been an additional  
4 percent increase this year to date. This reflects the growth Ivy 
Tech has seen statewide, including a 20 percent increase in dual 
credit enrollments during the 2010-11 academic year.

One reason the program has become so popular is that dual  
credit courses are free, which provides families with a significant 
cost savings as a result of avoiding the cost of college credits  
satisfied via dual credit. During the 2010-11 school year alone,  
Ivy Tech’s dual credit program allowed Indiana families to save  
more than $12.2 million in college tuition costs.

Clara Judd, a CHS student currently enrolled in dual credit,  
says the cost savings associated with dual credit certainly  
make it attractive. Judd says her family saw other  
benefits as well.

“I talked with my parents about it,” she says, “and we all figured it 
was a really good way to get a head start. I’m planning on studying 
business, and most of my dual credits are from business classes so 
that will help me in college.”

Judd’s experience has made her somewhat of an advocate for dual 
credit, encouraging her fellow CHS students to learn more about it.  
“Every student who has the option of taking dual credit classes 

A Head Start on College

“I got most of my general education courses 
out of the way, which has allowed me to focus 
more on my area of interest.”
Michael Lakes

Ivy Tech’s Dual Credit Program Prepares High School Students to Think Beyond the Diploma
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IVY TECH’S DUAL CREDIT 
PROGRAM AT A GLANCE

•  Ivy Tech’s dual credit program allows high school juniors and   
    seniors to simultaneously earn both college credit at Ivy Tech  
    and high school credit

•  Dual credit courses are free to students
     
•  Ivy Tech’s dual credit program allowed Indiana families to save    
    more than $12.2 million in college tuition costs in the 2010-11  
    academic year alone

•  Ivy Tech Community College enrolled 25,429 Indiana high school  
    students in dual credit in the 2010-11 academic year

•  2010-11 dual credit enrollment represents a 20 percent increase    
    in students as compared to the 2009-10 academic year

•  Dual credit courses are offered at 300 Indiana high schools  
    and career centers

should take them,” Judd says. “It will really help in the end, and  
the quality of the classes is really good.”

Dr. Flowers says this focus on quality is critical to the success of  
the dual credit program. She believes that while the efficiencies 
provided by dual credit are certainly a benefit, it is equally as  
valuable in preparing students for the challenges to come  
in college.

 “The CHS faculty teaching dual credit courses have master’s 
degrees in their content area and are certified to teach at Ivy Tech,” 
Dr. Flowers says. “Each works closely with Ivy Tech faculty to ensure 
that the coursework and assessments are consistent with what  
our students would experience in college. Student learning  
and experience is rigorous.”

Looking back on his experience, Michael Lakes says that he felt he 
pushed himself a little by enrolling in dual credit courses. Because 
he received the support he needed to succeed, however, he says  
it was well worth it.

“The dual credit classes were taught in a way where you had  
more access to the teacher,” Lakes says, “which is helpful when 
compared with the big lecture classes at IU. The material can be  
difficult but it’s very helpful to do it as a high school student  
because it affords you the opportunity to do more in college.” 

“Every student who has the option of taking dual 
credit classes should take them.”   
Clara Judd
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During her time as a student at Ivy Tech, Patricia Lang 
learned something that seemed simple, but that had a  
profound effect on her future.

“Once, a supervisor told me that it wasn’t my business  
to think,” she recalls. “But Ivy Tech taught me that it was  
my business to think, and it gave me the confidence and  
training to do so.”

Just how much was she influenced by her experience at  
Ivy Tech? Enough that she now goes by the name of  
Dr. Patricia Lang.

“After that day,” she recalls, “I didn’t stop my education  
until I earned my Ph.D.”

Today, Dr. Lang is putting her education to good use,  
serving as a professor and chemistry department chair at  
Ball State University. After earning a technical certificate  
at Ivy Tech, Lang completed a two-year degree and later  

a bachelor’s degree in chemistry, Magna Cum Laude, from  
Ball State, then she earned a doctorate in Physical  
Chemistry from Miami University of Ohio.
 
Dr. Lang’s contributions go well beyond her work in the 
classroom. She has served as program director for the  
Indiana Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation  
Initiative, which seeks to increase the number of minority 
students who graduate with bachelor’s degrees in math,  
science, technology and engineering. She also serves as  
a mentor to students, imparting the same lessons to  
them that she learned as an Ivy Tech student.

In recognition of her accomplishments, Dr. Lang recently 
received the College’s Alumni Professional Achievement 
Award, presented annually to an alumnus who has  
demonstrated the possibilities inherent in an Ivy Tech  
credential. Moreover, however, the Award exemplifies the 
many ways in which Ivy Tech not only Changes Lives, but 
inspires students to change the lives of others as well.

CAPTION CAPTION
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By his own admission, Eli Kean was somewhat of a procras-
tinator in high school, finding little that interested him. After 
graduation, he chose a major based on the fact that he was 
good at math, enrolling at Indiana University-Purdue  
University Columbus intending to study engineering.

“But,” he says, “the calculus killed me.” 

As Kean learned, however, sometimes finding out what 
you’re not interested in can help you discover where your 
passion truly lies. For Kean, his initial missteps as a college 
student led him to consider a career in photography, and 
he started his own photography business in 2009. Kean was 
hired for weddings and other events, building his client  
base and his reputation. 

This early success might lead some people to be complacent, 
but Kean decided to give college one more try. He enrolled 
at Ivy Tech Community College to study visual communica-
tions with a concentration on photography. Soon, he  
was enjoying success in the classroom as well.

“I was never as motivated,” says Kean. “Once I started taking 
classes, I really got into it. I wanted to take every project and 
do it as well as I could.”

Kean graduated from Ivy Tech in 2010. He attributes his  
success in earning a degree to the practical, career-focused 
approach at Ivy Tech, which made everything he studied 
much more relevant and retained his interest.

“Ivy Tech was so much different than any other college  
I had been to,” he says. “It was more project-oriented,  
hands-on learning. It was definitely my style of learning. Ivy 
Tech teaches you all the fundamentals that you would face in 
the real world … and how to pursue it and how to handle it.”

Jim Barnett, an adjunct professor of photography at Ivy Tech, 
was one of Kean’s instructors. He says Kean was always eager 
to learn—and eager to share what he discovered. 

“Eli was always looking for the technical solution to  
problems,” Barnett says. “I would learn things from him 
about various cameras or flash units that had come out, and 
Eli would always share his findings with the rest of the class.”

But where Kean really stood out, Barnett says, was in  
applying everything he’d learned.

“You can read and study photography until you’re blue  
in the face,” Barnett says, “but really to learn it, you need  
to shoot.”

Kean says part of his motivation was that chance to apply 
what he was learning—an experience he’d been searching 
for since first enrolling in college.

“One of the biggest things that drew me was the first day  
of school you had a camera in your hand and you were  
shooting,” he says. “It was great to be able to jump  
right into it.”

Today, Kean not only still has his photography business but 
is also working in the marketing department at Magic Circle 
Corp. in Coatesville, Ind. The company makes Dixie Chopper 
industrial lawnmowers and Kean is doing photography for 
product catalogues as well as promotional video and graphic 
design work. 

To view Kean’s work, visit  
EliKeanPhotography.com

PICTURE PERFECT
Eli Kean turns a love for  
photography into a career

“Ivy Tech was so much different than any other college I had been to.  
It was more project-oriented, hands-on learning.” Eli Kean

Alumni Award Winner Dr. Patricia Lang Sees Ivy Tech as the Inspiration for her 
Career as an Educator

THINK BIG

Dr. Patricia Lang, third from left, recently received the Ivy Tech Alumni Professional Achievement Award. She was congratulated by, from left to right, 
Joyce Rogers and Tom Snyder of Ivy Tech; her husband, Howard Hammer; and Steven Tincher and Christopher Hancock of Ivy Tech.
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Talaya Jackson had a wide variety of jobs 
after high school. She helped a cousin who 
operated a telecommunications store.  
She worked as a home health aide to  
elderly patients confined to their homes.  
She earned her cosmetology license and 
ran a hair salon. She became a real estate 
agent. Even though her experience was 
very diverse, there was one constant:  
she always enjoyed learning more  
about business. 

Once she discovered this passion, Jackson 
turned it into a career path by pursuing  
a business degree at Ivy Tech Community 
College. As a married mother of three 
children with another on the way, juggling 
the demands of family and college wasn’t 
always easy, but it paid off in the end.  
Now, you see, Ivy Tech has become more 
than her alma mater: it’s also her employer. 
When Jackson completed her degree in 
May, Bill Thon, executive director of  
Ivy Tech Corporate College, was looking  
for a coordinator for a Small Business  
Administration grant the College had  
received. The grant paid for training in 
manufacturing and distribution, which  
Jackson had studied during her last  
semester while earning a transportation, 
distribution and logistics certification. 

“The whole experience at Ivy Tech was  
awesome,” Jackson says. “It allowed   
me to tap into areas of myself that I didn’t  
know existed.”

Jackson says her time at Ivy Tech was  
fulfilling, in part, because of the challenges  

she overcame to achieve the goal of completing  
a college degree.  She learned that life 
doesn’t stop just because you’re  
taking classes.

“Being a parent is a job,” Jackson says. 
“Being a wife is a job. I would become so 
overwhelmed having to take midterms and 
finals, on top of everything else. You have 
to strap on your boots, ignite your reserved 
power, and keep on going.” 

Her family was also integral to helping  
her succeed, however, providing her with  
inspiration—in more ways than one. Grades, 
for example, became a source of healthy 
competition between Jackson  
and her children.

“I’d bring home my report card and  
we’d compare,” she explains. “We’d study 
together and incorporate it as family time.  
It was a bonding moment and gave them  
a foundation in education and good  
study habits.”

Jackson also hopes to serve as an example 
to other Ivy Tech students. Having a job on 
campus, she says, allows her to connect 
with those seeking to successfully manage 
competing responsibilities. 

“I am passionate about sharing my story 
with others, “Jackson says, “I want to  
encourage students to pursue their degrees 
and not to let any obstacles stand in the 
way of achieving their goals. The key is  
finding what inspires you.”

Alumna Stays on Campus as Corporate College Employee
after School Special

COLLEGE HONORS CONNIE 
AND STEVE FERGUSON WITH 
NAMED BUILDING
The main Ivy Tech Community College facility 
on Bloomington’s west side is now officially 
the Connie and Steve Ferguson Academic 
Building. The Fergusons, longtime Ivy Tech 
supporters, recently made a $1 million gift 
to the Ivy Tech Foundation in support of an 
85,000-square-foot, $20 million addition to 
the building, which opened in 2002. The  
Fergusons were honored at a ceremony 
featuring comments from Ivy Tech President 
Thomas J. Snyder and Ivy Tech Bloomington 
Chancellor John Whikehart.

REGIONS WELCOME  
NEW CHANCELLORS
The Ivy Tech North Central and Wabash Valley 
regions recently welcomed new chancellors. 
Dr. Thomas G. Coley is the new chancellor 
for the Ivy Tech North Central region, which 
serves Elkhart, Kosciusko, Marshall and  
St. Joseph Counties with three full-service  
campuses located in South Bend, Goshen 
and Warsaw. Dr. Coley has held faculty and 
administrative positions in higher education 
for more than 30 years. Before joining Ivy Tech 
he served as President of Scott Community 
College in Scott County, Iowa.  
 
Dr. Ann M. Valentine has joined Ivy Tech 
Wabash Valley as chancellor. Ivy Tech Wabash 
Valley serves Park, Putnam, Vigo, Clay,  
Sullivan, Greene and Vermillion Counties  
with two full-service campuses located in 
Terre Haute and Greencastle. Dr. Valentine 
has worked in higher education for more  
than 20 years. She formerly was president  
of Minnesota State Community and  
Technical College.

I V Y  T E C H  C O M M U N I T Y  C O L L E G E
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Karen Pruitt has a lot to be proud of. She was named one of Ivy 
Tech’s outstanding graduates in 2011. She also secured a job as a 
phlebotomist at Columbus Regional Hospital and was named to  
an advisory committee at Ivy Tech, tasked with—among other 
things—securing more phlebotomy externships for students.

For Pruitt, though, the best thing about her work isn’t personal  
accolades or new opportunities. Rather, it’s the chance to help 
people struggling with medical conditions.

“It’s a sense of gratification,” says Pruitt. “It’s a good feeling  
knowing that you’ve helped someone, knowing that you’ve  
made their day better—even for a few minutes.”

Pruitt’s perspective comes in part from witnessing her uncle  
succumb to pancreatic cancer and seeing her grandmother  
twice confront breast cancer. That, she says, gives her all the  
motivation she needs to strive for excellence in the classroom  
and in her career. It’s also  motivating her to continue her education 
toward a bachelor’s degree in radiology technology with a focus  
on oncology. 

“Cancer,” says Pruitt, “is a terrible thing. People who have cancer 
need to have hope that they can beat it. We can, in our own small 
way, give them that hope.”

Dr. Judith Kaplan, healthcare support program chair at Ivy Tech, 
says she was moved by Pruitt’s caring, enduring smile, respect  
for others, and dedication to schoolwork.

“When you come across a student who’s so refreshing,” Kaplan 
says, “it’s like a rainbow in your life.  She was just a ray of sunshine.”

Pruitt, in turn, credits the education she received at Ivy Tech  
with helping develop her career ambitions. She had begun  
her journey at a four-year institution, but had found the  
environment impersonal.

“The classes at Ivy Tech were smaller and there was always  
a professor you could talk to,” she says. “I was also closer to  
home and didn’t have all the distractions I would have at a  
major university. I was able to study and concentrate.”

She also appreciated the hands-on learning that Ivy Tech afforded.

“The teachers were willing to teach to how their students learned,” 
says Pruitt. “They asked the class about our learning styles, and the 
majority of us said hands-on so we could get actual experience. 
That’s what I really liked about it. I’m a hands-on learner. I have to 
do something to really catch on.”

Kaplan says that kind of personal touch is something Ivy Tech strives 
to achieve.

“We want to make a difference in the lives of students,” she says, 
“but if we don’t touch them in some way, it won’t happen.” 

For Pruitt, the difference will be about more than just achieving  
a career goal, receiving awards or being recognized for her  
accomplishments. She is getting married next June and wants  
to make sure that, at least for her part, her family is provided for.

“I want better for my children,” she says. “I want better for  
my family.”
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“A SENSE 
OF GRATIFICATION” 

 
A focus on family drives Karen Pruitt to serve others



If you ask Olivia Fabian what’s the best way to get started in  
business, don’t be surprised if she tells you to just dive right in.

Not only has Fabian, a 2011 Ivy Tech graduate, already launched a 
swimwear company, she’s also being honored as an up-and-coming 
entrepreneur. Fabian recently received the top prize in the Launch: 
New Venture Competition, a partnership between Ivy Tech and the 
Northeast Indiana Innovation Center (NIIC). 

Fabian’s business is OFabz, a company that features innovative 
swimwear and related accessories. The Launch: New Venture  
Competition provided her with $17,000 in seed money to start 
OFabz, along a business-mentoring residency on the  
NIIC campus. 

Fabian says the most lasting outcome of the award, however,  
was confidence in her own abilities.

“This competition has given me the encouragement and the 
permission to dream big and the means to make it a reality,” she 
states. “I can’t thank Ivy Tech and the Northeast Indiana Innovation 

Center enough for this magnificent opportunity.” In addition to 
developing her business, Fabian also is continuing her education, 
pursuing a bachelor’s degree at Indiana Tech. 
 
The Launch: New Venture Competition was established to promote 
economic development and job creation through a business plan 
competition. It also reflects Ivy Tech’s burgeoning role in helping 
students create jobs and grow the economy. In line with that vision, 
Ivy Tech launched five new entrepreneurship courses this fall and is 
planning to explore the development of entrepreneurship centers 
throughout Indiana.

Ivy Tech Graduate Takes  
Top Prize in Business Competition
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Olivia Fabian, second from right, received congratulations from Ivy Tech 
Northeast Chancellor Dr. Jerilee Mosier, Dave Bear of JB Tool and Die  
Engineering, and Karl LaPan, president & CEO of the Northeast  
Indiana Innovation Center.


